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Abstract

A brief description of the energetic part?.cle studies carried out by

Subgroup 6 of CDAW-2 is presented. Instrumentation onboard six spacecraft at

(or near) geostationary orbit was used in the analysis. Timing of particle

injection during the last, and largest, substorm on July 29, 1977 (@ 1200 UT)

was investigated, as was the particle phase space density variation associated

with this event. Energetic proton

examine large-scale mngnetospheric

gradient anisotropies were also used to

boundary motions. Finally, adiabatic

modeling calculations were performed for the substorm event period, including

effects of injection, convection, coronation, and particl~~ drifts. We find

‘substantial evidence to suggest storage of solar wind-derived energy in the

magnetotail prior to the substorm and we find this stored energy to be

suddenly released at substorm expansion onset. We also find particles at

geostationary orbit to be newly acc~lerated during tt,e substorm to energies

~ 1 MeV ($ ] 100 MeV/G) and modeling shows that these particles could have

be,!n convected (and injected) from beyond 10 RE In the nightside

magnetosphere.

Introduction—.

A primary thrust of Subgroup 6 of CDAW-2was to study energetic particle

variations ON 29 July 1977. The types of studies carried out by subgroup 6

were basically fotir in number:

(1) Timing and morphology of part:ele injections;

(2) Variation of particle phase space densities;

(3) Measurement of boundary motions using ion (proton) gradient

anlsotropies; and

(4) Adiabntiu modeling with incre~!sed particle flux (I.e., injection),

convection, coronation, and drift~.
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We here t,riefly discuss our findings derived from each of the above lines

of inquiry. our initial research efforts were concentrated on the 1200 UT

substorm of 29 July. This was the last and largest (AE @ 1200 Y) of a series

of substorms that occurred on 29 July following a worldwide SSC that oocurred

at 0027 UT [King et al., 1982; Wilken et al.,,—

measurements made at geostatloaary orbit. (6.6

spacecraft made extensive observations of the

Observations

1982]. We concentrate here 03

‘{E) where six different

energetic particle behavior.

Figure 1 is.a geocentric solar ecliptic projection of the positions of the

primary, near-geostationary satellites used in the present study. The

‘ATS-6 and 1977-007 spacecraft were located near one another at @ 0300 LT.

ATS-6 had NOAA, Aerospace, end TRW energetic particle, UCLAmagnetometer, and

UNHplasma experiments

cle sensors on board.

m0700 LT was bracke+ed

energetic particlti and

on board, k,tiile 77-007 had Los Alamos energetic parti-

The Los Alamos-instrwnented spacecraft 1976-059 at

by the GOES-1 nr,d -2 sciellltes which carried NOAA

magnetctneter instruments. Finally, the European Space

Agel~cy satellite GEOS-1 (1.3 ~ r $ 7 RE) carried a complete complement of

plasma and field measuremmt instruments and was located near apogee at

~1300 LT.

General geomagnetic activity for July 28-30, 1977 has been discussed in

the companion paper by Manka et al,, [1562], Particularly evident uot~vlty on.—

these days inoluGed th~ storm sudden commencement (SSC), due to an

interplanetary shook wave hittjng the earth at 0027 UT on ’29 July, and the

rapid storm malnphose development ~horeafter. Also evider.t were the disturbed

auroral zone conditions fol” the f’irsc part of 29 July and ths large subscorm

(AL > 1000 y) at @1200 UT.
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Phase Space Density Variation~

In the more detailed treatment of our CDAWresults

we discusszd pronou~:ced flux increases associated with

and have referred

flux enhancements

or accelerated in

this supposition,

to these as injections. Ttlat is, we

[Baker et al., 19821,

the 1200 UT substorm

have presumed that the

actually corresponded to ‘freshf particles transported to,

the vicinity of, geostationary orbit. In order to ccnfirm

we have evaluated the particle distribution functions at

constant first adiabatic invariant. The advantage of studying the phase

density at constant v is that adiabatic (magnetic field) variations are

removed. Thus true particle density increases or decreases are revealed and

‘sources or sinks of particles can be identified. Figure 2 shows examples of

the phase space density pro!’iles calculated for electrons at v = 1, 10, and

100 MeV/G. Evident features in the upper panel (77-0@7/ATS grouping) during

the period 1130-1300 W on 29 July were the following:

(1) Even with removal of adiabatic effects, the pronounced flux dropout

between 1135 and 1155 UT persisted;

(2) The phase space densities at constant w were identical before the

dropout (m 1130 UT) and after the dropeut (~ 1155 UT);

(3) True phase space density increases were observed far ali magrletic

munents (energies) after 1200 UT,

The points above, therefore, demonstrate that in a

midnight there was a large scale boundary motion which

b~goad sector nedr local

took the observing

spacecraft into a low density region (i.e., across a spatial disoontlnuity).

This thinning-like event preceded the substorm onset. Prior to the subst~rin

onset the midnight-seotor spacecraft also returned to a predropout density

configuration for several minutes (1155-1200 UT); this, therefors, was not an

injection event. At @ 1200 UT m irr.jection of newly accelerated particles

occurred for all magnet~o monlents,
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The lower panel of Figure 2 shows the electron density variations at 0700

LT. Comparison of these results wtth electron flux variations at 0700 LT

[Baker et al., 19821 shows that at this location virtually all flux variations

before @ 12Q5 UT were adiabatic. The phase space densities in this region of

the magnetosp!.ere showed essentially flat profiles prior to 1205, a density

dip at @ 1205, md energy-dispersed density Increases after o 1206 UT,

consistent with injection and drift from the west.

Gradient Anisotropy Information

By examining flux and phase space density variations (particularly at the

03 LT position), it is established that newly accelerated particles (up to

several hundred MeV/G) appeared at synchronous orbit between @ 1200 and 1210

UTon 29 July. The best available tooi for examining the question of the

general source region for the injected hot plasma and energetic particles is

provided by ion gradient measurements. Because of their large gyroradii,

10-1000 keV protons can provide good information about density gradients that

exist within a region of strong radial intensity variations or within an

injected cloud of plasma and energetic ~articles.

Figure 3 shows the AEW (east-west grddient anisotropy) values calculated

from the ?’7-007 energetic proton data (E > 145 keV) combined with the average

>!45 keV pro+,on flux. Frott? these data, the following sequen~e cf events is

inferred. Between 1155 and 01200, i.e., during the recovery from the ;lUX

dropo’.tt, AEWwas strongly positive. This suggests that the higher partiole

density was itlsida the spacecraft and below the spacecraft. Observations

showed the field to be very taillike during this periodl and thus our

contention of a boundary motion during tho dropout, with the high flux region

moving earthward and equatorward, is borne out. AS the fluxes reoovered, the

spacecraft was enveloped from inside and from below,
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J!t 1200 UT, Am tient strongly negative. This period corresponded to the

first energetic particle and hot plasma injection into synchronous orbit. The

character of Am showed that the injected particles came from outside the

spacecraft location. The conclusion is, therefore, in this case that the

injected particles arrived at 6.6 RE from the outside and from above. This

very likely means that these parclcles filled the high-latitude plasma sheet

and th~t thess filled field lines then collapsed inward over the spacecraft.

After the leading edge of the particle Inject:on passed over the spacecraft,

‘Ew
went strongly positive (1202-1205 UT). This indicates that the highest

density, after the InJection, was generally inside 6.0 RE.

A second particle injection occurred (cf. Figure 2) at @ 1205 W.

Figure 3 shclws again that these particles came from outside 6.6 RE since AEW

was stiongly negative. It is concluded with considerable certaicty that the

1205 UT injection of energetic particles and hot plasma, as was also true for

the 1200 UT case, came from outside of synchronous orbit,

Drift-Echo Timing Information

Proton drift-echo events can be used to infer times and locations of the

‘centroidst of’ particle injections [Belian et al., 1978]. .4s illustrated by—.

the detailed 10-s flux averages shown by Bgker et al. [19821, the sharply-

peaked pulses of arifting protons a~sociated with the 17!00 UT substorm show

evidence of a triple structure in each pulse. These detailed flux values were

used to determine carefully the time of the ‘peak lt , ‘peak 2’ and ‘peak 3t

relative flux maxima for the 0.4-0.5, 0,5-0.6, 0.6-0.8, and 0.8-I.o MeV

channels at the 0700 and 0300 LT positions. Results for the several selected

76-059 and 77-007 energy channels are plotted hepe ill Figure 4. In each panel

we separately plot data for each of the peak 1 through peak 3 PUIJ-S, The

pa~ameter $ is equivalent to L’f (in degrees) except that it runs clookwise

from midnight (in the same ocnse as proton drifts) i’at?~’.?r than
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counterclockwise. For each energy channel a least-squares fit through the

data points is shown.

As seen by Figure 4, it is possible to arrive at an internally consistent

interpretation of all of the high-energy proton data, at both 0700 LT and 0300

LT. This interpretation Is that there were three high-energy proton

in~ections centered In the post-midnight region and these in~ections each

exhibited ceveral echoes that were individually seen at both the 0700 and 0300

local times. The universal times of the injections inferred from Fxgure 4

are: peak 1 events, @ 1200 UF; peak 2 events, @ 1205 UT; and peak 3 events,

@ 1208 UT.

Adiabatic Modeling Results

A major underlying theme of our analysis has been that substorm energetic

particles are injected in the nightside magnetosphere and that these particles

subsequently are trapped and drift to positions removed from the Injection

site. Much of the foregoing analysis has been carried out within this

framework and , generally, supports such an interpretation. However, in order

to model the injection and drift more quantitatively the time-dependent

convection model of Smith et al. ~1979] was used in CDAW-2.

Although this large-scale convection model has been quite successful in

predicting the behavior of low-energy charged particles during storms [cf.

Smith_et al., 1979], a goal of the CDAW-2effort

higher energy particle injections. To this end,

keV/Y (100 HeV/G) and pitch angle : 90° were injected at A boundary of 10 RE.

For p : 100MeV/G, the kinetic energy of the protons at L=6.6 would be about

was tc, test the model’’for

protons with with B = 1.0

]’)() kev.

It was found that the time-dependent convection model could produce

trapped drift trajectories for the higher energy proton component (~100 keV)

[Baker et al., 19821. The changes to the normal model in order to accomplish—— —
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a large trapping ratio (such as changing the magnetic field gradient in the

outer m~netosphere) appear quite consistent with spacecraft magnetometer

observations and, thus, seem to provide reasonable physical improvements tc

the ordinary dipole-field model. In ❑ost cases, it was seen in the modeling

that only high-energy protons Injected near 0200-0300 L’f were durably trapped.

It is interesting that our proton drift-echo analyses also tend to show

Injection positims near (9200 LT for the observed proton pulses in this

particular substorm case (cf. Figure 4).

~iscussion and Summary

In this paper we have summarized data from SIX satelites near geosta-

‘tionary orbit used to study an intense substorm period on July 29, 1977.

These several spacecraft, well-distributed in local time, have given us a

perspective cm global substorm phencmenology not previously available.

Several different analysis techniques (of which some are unique to energetic

particles) were applied to the data sets and a self-consistent picture of the

event period has emerged.

Based on the results presented here, some very firm conclusions regarding

substorm

that the

prior to

phencmenology can be stated. First, there seems to be good evidence

magnetosphere went through a period of substantial energy storage

the sudd~n

19781. Our results

outside (and above)

energy release

also show thet

the spacecraft

at io1200 UT [Mcph.erron, 19’70, Baker et al,,

the injected substorm particles came from

at @ 0300 LT. Adiabatic modeling showed

that trapping can be simulated by convection of high-energy particles from

beyond 10RE. Based on large numbers of other high-energy proton events

observed at synchronous orbit and in th~ plasma sheet, Baker et al. [1979]

a~gued in favor of the importance of induction electric fields. They showed

from the timing and duration of energetic proton events that particles with

energies of @ 1 MeV could not be produced by a small inward radial convection;



large impulsive acceleration must be responsible for their production. The

high-energy proton results shown fok’ this event are, therefore, consistent

with the plasma sheet energization model presented by Baker et al.—.

In summary, it seems evident that the multiple-spacecraft observational

apt oa~h used here iS Powerf’ul one. Since the geostationary satellites that

we have used in this CDAWstudy have anquired literally years of concurrent

data, we look forward to mar,y future joint studies of the effects of

geomagnetic storms’and substorms on magnetospheric energetic particle

populations. ~
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~igure Captions

Fig. 1. Positions of the geostationary and near-geosta++onary (GEOS-1) space-

craft used in this study. The naninal magnetopause location in this

solar ecliptic projection is also shown.

Fig. 2. Electron phase space density variations (computed as described in the

text) for the 1200 UT substorm period. Densities at constant first

invariant values (u, as labelled) are plotted both for the 03 LT

(top) and 07 LT (bottom) satellite positions.

Fig. 3. A comparison of the >145 keV proton flux (solid line) and the

associated east-west gradient anisotropy (dotted line). Strong

gradient anisotropies occur as new energetic particles are injected

near synchronous orbit.

Fig. 4. Local time (~$t) versus UT plots for high-energy drift-echc~ pulses

seen at S/C 1577-007 and 1976-059. “ As discussed in the text, t~e

intersections of the manifolds of lines i~ each panel give an idea of

the local time and universal time of the proton Injection. The small

inset polar plot In the central panel illustrates the S/C locations

and the zentraids of proton injection.
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